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We’re an RIA and
invest client assets
with a Growth at a
Reasonable Price
(GARP) bias, with
rigorous research into
the fundamental
drivers of a business.
We take a long-term focus to
investing and aim to maximize
after-tax returns. Our target
time-frame is 3-5 years
though we aim for the “over”
and hope for more.

In diversification, our primary
aim is to expose portfolios to
as many disparate factors of
both risk and reward as
possible.
Our equity portfolio consists
of approximately 25 positions,
with higher conviction ideas
given 5% allocations, average
positions 3% and more
volatile ones 2%. Cash is
typically our largest one
holding.

Intro
• “Many people say that I am a dealmaker, which is probably true. But I am
always very cold when I do a deal. A deal must have a strategic logic, and
it must create value.”1 – Stefano Pessina
• “We got to adapt in the U.S., the margin of the pharmacy is still decent. It's
under pressure, yes, but we have so many levers to compensate for it that
we are not particularly worried….in the meantime, we are trying to create a
new model that will help us to keep, overall, the profit of the company at
the level which we believe is satisfactory.” George Fairweather, Q4 2017
WBA Conference Call

https://www.ft.com/content/b1ed5044-b8d5-11e6-ba85-95d1533d9a62

Walgreen’s – A Brief Corner Store History (1/2)
• Founded in 1901 around the time of the real “snake oil salesman” on the
premise that a pharmacy can and should be honest and trustworthy.
• Went public in 1927
• Run by the Walgreen’s founding family for generations
• The malted milkshake was invented at Walgreen’s at a time when the soda
fountain was central to the store-only 2% of P&L came from “pharmacy”
• A history of evolving amidst industry change, though often moving slowlyespecially in more recent times
• Always run conservatively financially, shunning debt and paying and growing
a dividend each and every year
• In 2014, Walgreen’s completed its merger with Alliance Boots
• Today, 76% of the population lives within 5 miles of a Walgreen’s store

Walgreen’s – A Brief Corner Store History (2/2)

• “A key to Walgreen' success was a two-pronged approach: (1) The pharmacy
gave the chain credibility, which explains why Walgreen was such a stickler
for integrity behind the counter when others were selling snake oil and why
he insisted on having the best pharmacies in town even when they were
losing money. The pharmacy was always the foundation of the business,
Walgreens' soul. (2) The soda fountain, however, was pure fun. If most
drugstores of the day couldn't match Walgreens' reputation for
professionalism, those that could surely could not match Walgreens' soda
fountain excitement-the heart of the business, the side that reached out to
customers and made them feel welcome. While the pharmacy fostered trust,
the soda fountain generated warmth. It was a tough combination to beat.”1

1. Bacon, John U.. America’s Corner Store: Walgreen’s Prescription for Success. Location 837.

Why is it cheap?
• Gross margin compression
• Front-end sale shrinkage
• Rite-Aid deal delays
• The elephant in the room - Amazon

The Opportunity
I.

A true outsider at the helm - Stefano Pessina owns 14.4% of the company,
works for no salary and a history of value creation via strategic M&A and
partnership.

II.

Pursuing vertical integration and scale in order to lower the cost basis at the
company and improve the cash profile of the business.
• AmerisourceBergen Stake
• Prime Therapeutics – using a key partnership to drive prescription
volumes, tap into the higher-growth specialty pharma business &
integrate with a PBM.

III. UK front-end has the opposite mix of the US-nearly 2/3rds front-end and
1/3rd pharmacy. This was an evolution that the management team oversaw
and provides a template for what it can do in the US and vice-versa.
• US has to lean on the front-end
• Europe has to learn from the US how to offer vaccinations, medical
service and diagnostics

I. The Outsider – Stefano Pessina
• Trained as a nuclear engineer.
• Left his studies to take over his father’s
struggling drug wholesale business in 1974.
• Improved the business and started a string of
acquisitions that continues to this day.
• “My father used to say to me: Throw a ball,
run after it and pick it up. Then throw it even
further.”1
• “I am not a wholesaler anymore. I am a team
builder and a company builder.”2

1- https://www.standard.co.uk/business/markets/alliance-boots-stefano-pessina-deals-are-still-my-drug-says-the-tycoon-loath-to-hang-uphis-boots-9128017.html
2-http://fortune.com/walgreens-greg-wasson-stefano-pessina/?iid=sr-link1

Stefano Pessina – Major M&A History
•

Pessina estimates he has made around 1,500 total acquisitions1

•

1991-bought 2 French companies to create Alliance Sante

•

1997-Merged with Unichem in the UK, creating Alliance Unichem. This marked the 1st
push from wholesale to retail.

•

2005-Announced the merger of AllianceBoots with Unichem after pushing for a merger
with Boots for 3 years.

•

2007-Pessina partners with KKR to take AllianceBoots private in a £12.4b LBO, using £9b
in debt financing.

•

2012-First step of Walgreens merger with AllianceBoots is announced

•

2014-Walgreens/AllianceBoots merger is completed, creating Walgreens Boots Alliance

•

In the 3 major deals (Alliance, Boots, Walgreen’s), Pessina has become the majority
owner of a larger co, & took control of operations only after merging
1- http://fortune.com/walgreens-greg-wasson-stefano-pessina/?iid=sr-link1

Stefano Pessina –M&A and Partnership Philosophy
• Patient, methodical, long-term focus with a keen awareness of means and
ends, and rationale that is both strategic and economic.
• Often approaches things in multi-step processes to learn and see avenues for
integration and give an out in case things don’t work.
• Pessina is both a planner an incrementalist and you see this in operating
initiatives too. The company transplants concepts from one area to another,
but not in one-fell-swoop. There’s a series of tests done to analyze the financial
and strategic rationale, after which a project is either scaled or scrapped.
• “And I want to stress the idea of partnership, because to have a partner in areas
which are close to what we do as a basic business, but not exactly the same, is
important. Because of course, these partners will continue to evolve and adapt
to the technology, so we are sure that we will be always at the forefront of
what is required of the needs of the customers. And having also a strong
partners, we'll help us once we will have really tested carefully the formats of
our offer to the customers. A strong partner will help us to develop the
business very rapidly to roll over the business very rapidly.” - Q4 2017

Stefano Pessina –Expectations/Capital Allocation
• “He is different to almost every other business person I have met,” says Andrew
Bracey, the former finance director of Ocado. “He doesn’t think purely about
the economics. He thinks in concepts . . . in the long term. ‘If I take this business
and I do this with it, what is the potential outcome?’ That could be two months
away. But it’s more likely to be 10 years away.”1
• Pessina has emphasized seeing a long runway for consolidation in the US and
global healthcare markets
• Completed over $5b in repurchases during the second half of the year (look up
exact pricing from 10-k) with an authorization up to $7b
• During 2016, Pessina bought a total of $162.8m shares for himself in the low
$80s. Ornella Barra, 1 of 2 COOs and his life partner bought $10m of stock in
February 2017

1- https://www.ft.com/content/52cc4bc0-7f00-11e5-98fb-5a6d4728f74e#axzz3qAP37Wvw

Getting Rite-Aid Right
• Even in the end structure of the Rite-Aid deal you see clear evidence of how
differently he thinks: they’re not just buying all the stores at once; instead,
they’re doing it over time to maintain corporate focus and rebrand stores
efficiently as they come into the network. They get to do this with testing and
as is typical in Pessina fashion, the synergies number is more a hurdle than
guidance that the company intends to exceed. They have consistently done so.
• “So it's clear that economically and thinking of the IRR, this deal, it's very good.
On the other side, this is not a bad deal, I believe, not at all. It's a good deal
also for Rite Aid because at the end, we don't have to give any part of the value
to third parties. So in reality, the 2 parties are better off. And about our
coverage, well, it's very important that we have a complete coverage. We were
relatively weak on the East Coast. So this was our main objective, particularly
on the Northeast, because it's a very rich region, and it's a region where it's
relatively easy to work.” Pessina Q3 2017

II. Vertical Integration and Scale

• “I have always believed that particularly the wholesale business needed global
players because the manufacturers, our suppliers, are global. I was surprised
that the market didn’t have any.”1
• “I am really convinced that vertical integration is a necessity for this market to
control the costs in the health care arena. We are always open, even to
partnerships.”2

1- https://www.standard.co.uk/business/markets/alliance-boots-stefano-pessina-deals-are-still-my-drug-says-the-tycoon-loathto-hang-up-his-boots-9128017.html
2- http://fortune.com/walgreens-greg-wasson-stefano-pessina/

Industry Backrop
• Snapshot from last year. WBA share is 20.5% today per co’s statements.
• Accretive consolidation of industry by CVS & WBA drove growth for yrs
• Biggest newer entrants have been PBMs & chain stores adding pharmacy

1- http://www.drugchannels.net/2017/02/the-top-15-us-pharmacies-of-2016.html

AmerisourceBergen Stake
• In 2013, in between the 1st and 2nd steps of the AllianceBoots transaction, the
joint companies entered a long-term supply deal & took a stake in
AmerisourceBergen (NYSE: ABC)
• WBA owns 26% and the right to purchase up to ~3.8% more of ABC on the
open market. All shares were purchased well below ABC’s current share price
• WBA/ABC entered into a long-term supply deal (amended & extended in
2016). WBA gets wholesaler services near cost from ABC, while ABC can use
the scale from WBA in order to drive better margins with their other customers.
• WBA combined forces with ABC for generic purchasing as well-the 1st for a
major pharmacy and wholesaler
• “Walgreen will be able to buy generics cheaper than anyone else and, if they
choose to do so, can also sell them for cheaper than anyone else”1 - Adam Fein

1- http://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20130323/ISSUE01/303239973/why-walgreencould-win-the-drug-war

Strategic Alliance with Prime Therapeutics
• Combines expertise b/w Walgreens in pharma and Prime in PBM (4th largest).
Gives Prime customers full access to Walgreens as a preferred pharmacy. WBA
& prime combined forces to create the AllianceRx Walgreens Prime JV for mail
order and specialty pharma operations.
• “Prime was one of the earliest to integrate the health plan and the PBM, but
until this strategic alliance, nobody has successfully created an opportunity
where the retail pharmacy network will be integrated with the PBM, who will
also be integrated with the health plan; so that all are sharing information,
strategies, and approaches to both the fulfillment of prescriptions and in
assisting patients in properly utilizing the prescriptions and finding the lowest
cost alternatives”1 – Jim DuCharme, CEO & President of Prime Therapeutics
• “As the pharmaceutical industry has consolidated, the only effective way for
PBMs, for retail pharmacies, for anybody on the other side of the table to
effectively negotiate price and drug cost reductions with pharma is to be of
equivalent leverage”2 DuCharme
1- https://www.specialtypharmacytimes.com/news/prime-and-walgreens-alliance-may-impact-specialty-drug-costs
2- ibid

Gaining Share in Scrips
• In the US, WBA filled 764m prescriptions in 2017, or 990m prescriptions on a
30-day equivalent basis. This was up 6.6% yoy with revenue/scrip up 0.6%.
• Growth was back-end loaded w/ 8.7% yoy in Q4, which will fuel favorable
comps in 2018.
• Market share in the US retail prescription market ended the year at 20.5% over
the last 30 days, up from 19.3% at the start of the year. This is before any
positive impact from the RAD deal hits next year.
• Most of the new volume came from Medicare Part D growth (WBA now
preferred provider, CVS is non-preferred) & the Prime Therapeutics network
growth
• Prime gave WBA a growing mail order business and entry into the fastergrowth specialty pharma business.

Gross Margin Forces
• Generics come with a lower revenue base than branded, but a higher gross
margin per scrip. This dampens top line but enhances bottom line on a per
scrip basis.
• General trend in the industry towards GM compression. Biggest forces are
payer scale (Medicare & PBM consolidation). Prior management tried to fight
the PBM side by pulling away from an ESRX extension & negotiation. This
backfired.
• Gross margin over the last 3 years has gone from 26.95% to 25.72% in the US
retail pharmacy business, but was compensated for with SG&A improvement.
Consolidated adjusted operating margins improved by 24 BPS.
• Inclusion of specialty in the Prime deal is inherently lower margin, but much
faster growing.

III. Front-end Mix Shift
• “While we continue the careful and methodical work to drive efficiency and
excellence across our business, we are beginning to look at the next phase of
the evolution of our company. We believe this next phase will mainly be
focused on Walgreens and on the structure and merchandising of our retail
operation, which will be intended to deliver further savings and create real
value from within the business.” – Pessina Q3 2017 call
• “…we are really focusing more on beauty, on health and beauty,
particularly….we have started to roll out more products. We have started to test
many models. But now it's time to really…put in the stores all the experience
that we have done in these 2 years. And this will be the focus of the second
phase of the development…We will get more space with the rationalization of
the stores and we have to use this space for trying to give a better experience
to our customers. And so you know that we are trialing many different
partnerships. And most of those trials have been successful and we have to
hold them out over time. The combination of these 2 things will give a new
look to our stores, which is what we need and what…was really in our strategy
from the very first moment.” – Pessina Q3 2017 call

Back-to-Front
Walgreens US front-end/back-end mix

International front-end/back-end mix

• Front-end sales were down 2.2% yoy after a 0.5% loss in 2016. Some of
this reflects a big mix-shift the company has been pushing in the latter half
of the year. The declines were in “consumables and general merchandise”
with growth in “beauty and health and wellness.” The company does not
disclose specifics, but gross margins were higher on this lower sales level
b/c of the favorable mix shift.

Cross Pollination - Beauty over Brains (1/2)
• “I am not a retailer — I have never run a store, I have never understood the full
details of how you can make a consumer satisfied”1 – Pessina
• When Pessina started at Boots in the UK, pharmacy was 70% of sales and
front-end was 30%. British government reimbursement pressure required
change & Boots thrived amidst the challenge.
• Alex Gourlay, co-COO is running the front-end/customer experience in the US
• Big opportunity to drive more beauty revenues in the US, pushing new
relationships.
• Walgreen’s via Boots has numerous proprietary beauty products with far better
margins than core front-end product.

1- https://www.standard.co.uk/business/markets/alliance-boots-stefano-pessina-deals-are-still-my-drug-says-the-tycoonloath-to-hang-up-his-boots-9128017.html

Cross Pollination - Beauty over Brains (2/2)
• Opportunity is biggest at the most trafficked stores and premium locations. It’s
hard to create traffic for beauty alone, but getting feet in the door is the 1st
battle.
• Beauty was rolled out aggressively in 1500 stores over the 2nd half of their
fiscal year, now taking it up to 2,900 stores total, alongside a long-term deal
with Fareva for private label beauty product manufacturing.
• UrgentCare which fits nicely into themes of driving costs lower in the
healthcare system and using Walgreen’s existing infrastructure and freed up
floor space to broaden its reach.
• Partnership with MedExpress here that is small to begin, but can grow.
• Optical and hearing are two successful areas in the UK that they’re bringing to
the US.

Pessina on Amazon
• “So our strategy substantially doesn't have to change. Our idea of partnerships,
our idea of trying to adapt our stores to a future different reality is practically
still the same. Of course, we are adapting, of course, we are learning, and we
make some changes from the failures that we have, due to the experience that
we have, but the basic strategy is still the same. And we are just, as we have
said many, many times, we are just building the strategy piece by piece. And
we have to create, I have said this many, many times, the right platform to
build the future company. And we have work on that, and you can see that
now, things are changing. You can see that we're constantly delivering. You'll
see that we are not only constantly controlling our cost, but also now
expanding our sales. And of course, all the different trials and tests that we
have done in these years are coming to fruition.” – Pessina Q4 2017
• “So honestly, I have seen the emotional reaction about the move that Amazon
has done with Whole Foods, but I have found this reaction, as I said,
emotional. And with all due respect, not rational because if you analyze
the things coldly, you will see that this is not the best opportunity for
Amazon. And you would see that the market has changed so many times in
the past and the big players in this market have survived.” – Pessina Q3 2017

Amazon Risk Mitigants
• Complex area that requires managing multi-faceted relationships and
partnerships.
• The customer is not your payer-the PBM is (unless you’re CVS)
• Pharmacies are not distributors (though perhaps WBA pushes it that way)
• Margins are already low here – “your margin is my opportunity” doesn’t=a lot
• Amazon was an early investor in Drugstore.com which WBA bought and
eventually shut down
• Mail order has already existed, though largely controlled by PBMs. It’s losing
share to stores & works best only with recurring scrips.
• Vaccinations need stores.
• Walgreen’s has a history of evolving & as competed against new medium in
retail all along from WMT & TGT to COST. It remains a highly fragmented
market.

Amazon Risk Mitigants – the FedEx Wildcard

• “I'd think of something we have already spoken about, our collaboration with
FedEx and the fact that now FedEx is practically it's everywhere in our stores,
except Puerto Rico, I believe, that FedEx is everywhere in our stores. Whilst we
have really tested the case after the execution, it's been quite fast in 7, 8
months. We have hold over the FedEx pickup and delivery point in all of our
stores. And this is just the first phase as we said because now, we will use this
to create a fantastic network to deliver to the customers directly from our
pharmacies. And so you'll see that we are consistent with what we were saying
in the past.” – Pessina Q4 2017

• True earnings power masked
by one-time costs including
acquisition-related expenses,
warrant revaluation,
restructuring costs.
• Strip out ABC equity method
income and imply fair market
value.
• ROE has been suppressed in
the denominator as well: co
was holding excess cash to
close RAD that has since
gone to repurchase shares.

• Only 2 times in recent
history w/ a higher
FCF yield:
• Financial Crisis
• ESRX Dispute
• In neither instance did
the co own a ~$5b
stake in ABC, so
implied yield ex-stake
is even higher
• Adj FCF yield on
equity of 8.3% + 6%
growth = 14.3% total
return expectation
• “g” = half organic, half
repurchase

Key Assumptions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gross Margins atrophy at 25 bps/year
3% top line growth from 2020-terminal
SG&A grows at half top line
EBIT margins go from 5.2% to 5.6%
CAPEX stays 1.1% or more entire period
8% WACC

Redux: Why is it cheap? = These are the risks
• Gross margin compression
• Front-end sale shrinkage
• Rite-Aid deal delays
• The elephant in the room - Amazon

Summary Investment Case
• A stock priced for double digit returns, with the Amazon threat the primary
risk. This is a bet that change in the industry happens slower than the market
expects, with added upside if WBA can capitalize on the change.
• An owner-operator with skin in the game & a long history of value creating,
strategic M&A.
• Global scale and an industry-low cost structure that’s powering market share
capture.
• Cross-pollination of ideas between US and European counterparts.
• The completion of a multi-year effort for more horizontal reach.
• A platform for further vertical integration to further drive costs lower.
• A history of successfully adapting to a changing industry landscape.

